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During Payroll Setup: 
• Payroll gross data adjustment lines types A, B, P, Q, X, and Y are always deleted, as 

are Deduction Adjustment amounts when Payroll Setup is run. 
 

• Current Leave is always reset to zero.  If you enter leave and run setup payroll again, 
the YTD leave will be incorrect. 
 

• Pre-payroll reports print the employees who are selected for payroll.  If you run the 
Exception Report error free, then add an employee, always run the Exception 
Report again after making changes before calculating the payroll. 
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PSERS deductions should be set to N for June, July, August. 
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Usually, when a payroll is setup, the hourly and daily entries are cleared so that the 
correct time can be entered for employees. 
 
If the payroll is being re-setup and daily and hourly time has already been entered for 
this run, the entries should NOT be cleared and should be populated with N. 
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There may be occasions when you want to give an employee an extra check for special 
pay.  If you are running a bonus payroll, set the Regular Gross to ‘N’ and Special Gross to 
‘Y’.  Other types of payrolls can be set up to run for only regular gross types or only 
special gross types. 
 
An extra pay date will need to be added to the schedule if you are running a special pay 
run. 
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Select the deductions that will be taken from this pay check.  If more than one payroll 
occurs in a month, some districts may include different deductions in each payroll. 
 
If a new deduction is added, it must be added before the payroll is set up; otherwise, 
the deduction will not show up on this screen and will not be taken out of the 
paychecks.  (Note:  there is a way to add a deduction to the payroll from the Payroll 
Monitor, as long as F4 – Calculate Payroll has not been run.) 
 
Be sure to mark the new deduction with a Y or else it will still not be taken out of the 
paychecks. 
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The monitor process controls all phases of the payroll processing cycle.  The Payroll 
Monitor protects you from performing steps out of order. 
 
The Payroll Setup process “selects”, and the monitor process “tracks”: 
• The payroll date, as determined by the selected schedules. 
• The classes selected. 
• Whether or not pension will be withheld – determines overall control over PSERS 

pensions for summer months, but can be used to prevent TRS for special incentive 
pay runs. 

• The deductions selected for the pay run – such as controlling GHI to deduct only 
once a month if payroll is processed semi-monthly. 

 
If the monitor screen has the first two fields enabled, it is safe to set the fields back to 
N to allow setup to be rerun – but: 
• Reprocessing setup has consequences…  Don’t do without considering them.  In 

particular, leave updates should be reversed before running. 
• If all the monitor switch fields are set to N, you may set the first switch back to Y to 

recover the prior payroll setup. 
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Note:  there is a way to add a deduction to the payroll from the Payroll Monitor, as long 
as F4 – Calculate Payroll has not been run. 
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We will start by showing the new fields needed for the new Enhanced Substitute Pay 
and Employee Leave System 
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The Gross Data screen now allows the user to identify which accounts will be used to 
generate the substitute’s pay.  Entering a ‘Y’ indicates to the system to use the account 
line when generating the substitute’s pay. 
 
The Substitute Distribution fields can be imported using the Gross Data Import 
process. 
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• Sick Bank (Y or N) – indicates whether or not the employee participates in the 
system sick bank. 

• Override accrue? (Y or N) - indicates whether or not this employee should accrue 
leave in the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System.  A value of Y (Yes) 
indicates to the system to override leave accrual and to NOT accrue leave.  A value of 
N (No) indicates to accrue leave. 

• Adj Lv Elig Date - If a date is entered, and if leave accrual is determined by months of 
service, the Adjusted Leave Eligibility Date may be used to determine the 
employee’s months of service instead of the employee’s hire or rehire dates. 

• Hours Per Day – This field allows the system to convert hours to days when entering 
time off in the Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System. 
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The Substitute Rank will determine the rate of pay for the substitute in the Enhanced 
Substitute and Employee Leave System. 
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Now we will show how the Leave Input works in the new system. 
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Now we will show how the Leave Input works in the new system. 
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Leave Input is on the Leave Update Menu. 
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The leave data entered for the payroll cycle is collected in the Current Leave Input File.  
The Current Leave Input File is a temporary holding area utilized for collecting the 
employee leave information, and the substitute gross data lines.  Setting up payroll 
causes the Current Leave Input File to be cleared in preparation for the new payroll 
cycle.   
 
As the user prepares the payroll, leave data is entered into the system via the Input 
Employee Leave and Substitute Pay procedure or the Import Leave Data from CSV 
procedure.  The import process may be run in multiple batches, if desired, and once the 
data is in the Current Leave Input File, the user is able to modify the imported data 
using the Input Employee Leave and Substitute Pay module.  The user is able to verify 
the contents of the Current Leave Input File by running the various leave reports 
available within the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System.  
 
Once all leave data and substitute pay has been entered into the Current Leave Input 
File and verified, the Post Leave Input Data procedure can be performed.  The Current 
Leave Input Data may only be posted ONE TIME during the payroll cycle.  The Current 
Leave Input File must be posted before F4 – Calculate Payroll and Update YTD (Final) is 
executed so that the substitutes’ gross data transactions are included in the payroll. 
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To start entering the leave data, enter the absent employee’s ID number. 
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Enter the starting leave date for the leave. 
 
Enter the Leave Type and Reason codes.  The Leave Type and Reason codes are 
available from a drop down selection icon.  The Leave Type and Reason codes are 
unique to each site, depending on each district’s leave plans. 
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Enter the total amount of time off.  This can be one day or multiple days or one hour or 
multiple hours. 
 
If there was a substitute, enter the substitute number.  If there was no substitute, check 
the box. 
 
In the Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System, F13 is used to create a new 
record. 
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This screen is divided into two sections.  The top section contains the information for 
the absent employee and the bottom section contains the information for the 
substitute. 
 
Once the user enters this second screen of data (shown above), the employee leave 
time and the total time being paid to the substitute employee are independent.  For 
example, if the absent employee was out for .5 days, the substitute employee may still 
be paid for a full day (1 day).  If the substitute time does not match the absent 
employee leave time when the user saves the record, a warning dialog box is displayed. 
 
The substitute pay is defaulted based upon the absent employee’s payroll class code 
and the absent employee’s gross data lines.   
 
The account lines come from the teacher’s those gross data lines marked with ‘Y’ in the 
Substitute Distribution field.  The object code is substituted based upon the teacher’s 
payroll class code.  Then, the Pay Type and Pay Rate are defaulted based upon the 
substitute employee’s Substitute Rank field.  The substitute’s total time is defaulted 
based upon the teacher’s time off.   
 
The bottom part of the screen works exactly like the Payroll Gross Data screen.  The 
user can overtype any of the fields to change the substitute’s pay rate, account lines, 
etc. 
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However, the substitute’s total time can be changed, if necessary.  Use the F21 toggle to 
change the substitute’s total time. 
 
In this example, we want to pay the substitute for 2 days instead of for 1 day.  Note that 
any changes to the substitute’s time, do NOT affect the time for the absent employee.  
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This is a shortcut for changing the substitute’s total time, if necessary.  Simply type in 
the total amount of time that the substitute should be paid for, and ENTER.  The total 
time will be redistributed across all account lines.  Then, use the F21 toggle to go back 
to the original display mode. 
 
In this example, we want to pay the substitute for 2 days instead of for 1 day. Note that 
any changes to the substitute’s time, do NOT affect the time for the absent employee.  
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See how the total time has been redistributed across the substitute’s account lines. 
 
If you want to change the percentage distributions for the account lines, use the F22 
toggle to modify the distribution percentages. 
 
In this example, we want to see an 80%/20% distribution instead of a 75%/25% 
distribution. 
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This is a shortcut for changing the substitute’s pay distribution across the account lines, 
if necessary.  Simply type in new percentages, and ENTER.  The total time will be 
redistributed across all account lines.  Then, use the F22 toggle to go back to the 
original display mode. 
 
In this example, we want to see an 80%/20% distribution instead of a 75%/25% 
distribution. 
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See how the total time has been redistributed across the teacher’s account lines. 
 
If you want to change the absent employee’s leave time, use the F23 toggle to modify 
the absent employee information. 
 
In this example, we want to add a memo description of the time off request. 
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Now you can modify the absent employee time, if necessary, or add a 
memo/description to associate with the time off.  Simply type in the changes, and 
ENTER.  Note that any changes to the absent employee’s time, do NOT affect the time 
being paid to the substitute.  Then, use the F23 toggle to go back to the original display 
mode. 
 
In this example, we want to add a memo description of the time off request. 
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See how the absent employee’s leave information has been updated. 
 
To validate the entire contents of the input screen, select ENTER. 
 
Don’t forget that the bottom part of the screen works exactly like the Payroll Gross 
Data screen.  The user can overtype any of the fields directly on the screen and change 
the substitute’s pay rate, account lines, etc. 
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Select F8 to save the data. 
 
If the substitute is being paid for a different amount of time than the employee is 
taking, a warning box is displayed.  If the data has been entered correctly, select YES. 
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The leave input record has been created. 
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It is also possible to modify existing leave records in the system.  To find an existing 
record for an employee, enter the absent employee number, tab to the starting leave 
date field, and use the drop down selection icon. 
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The drop down shows all leave input records already entered on the Current Leave 
Input File for the specified employee.   
 
This screen will also let the user search the Current Leave Input File based upon the 
substitute number.  This allows the user to pull up all the records on the file by 
Substitute Number as well as by Employee Number. 
 
We will select a Leave Input Record which does not have a substitute associated with 
the record. 
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When selecting an entry from the drop-down (see prior slide), the components of the 
record key are populated on this screen.  Then the user can select ENTER to modify the 
record. 
 
In this example, the record we selected did not have a substitute, so the box is checked. 
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When there is no substitute, only the top half of the screen is available for input.  There 
is no need for any substitute gross data lines.   
 
The user can enter a memo or description, if desired. 
 
From within the leave input module, selecting F14 (Employee Leave Balances) will allow 
the user to look at a summary of the absent employee’s leave balances for the current 
plan year. 
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F14 displays the employee’s leave balances for the current plan year.  This is the Leave 
Balances Summary Screen. 
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The Leave Balances Summary Screen allows the user to view a summary of employees’ 
leave balances, which reflect the records on the Leave History File, as well as the 
current leave requests on the Current Leave Input File.  From the summary screen, the 
user may drill down into each Leave Type to see the associated detail records for the 
Leave Type.  
 
Leave Type code information is summarized under reason code ‘00’ on the screen, and 
shows totals for the following categories:  Beginning Balance, Leave Advanced, Leave 
Adjustments, YTD Taken (stored on the Leave History File), Current Taken (stored on the 
Current Leave Input File), and Ending Balance.  Totals for reason code ‘00’ give an 
overall summary for the leave type.  For example, the YTD Taken and Current Taken 
totals give a grand total for all leave reason codes for the category. 
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Leave Reason code information is summarized for each specific reason code, and shows 
totals for the following categories:  YTD Taken (stored on the Leave History File), and 
Current Taken (stored on the Current Leave Input File).  Totals for the reason codes 
summarize leave taken for the various reasons listed.  The leave reasons provide a 
breakdown of the YTD Taken and Cur Taken categories on the summary line by leave 
reason. 
 
YTD Taken is leave already on the Leave History File. 
 
Cur Taken is leave on the Current Leave Input File or, in other words, the leave being 
entered for the current payroll period. 
 
The F-key buttons next to the Leave Type summary line allow the user to drill down to 
the detail data associated with each leave type. 
 
In this example, we will use F1 to drill down to the sick leave detail data. 
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Leave Detail Screen:  The Leave Detail Screen provides detailed leave information per 
employee, per Leave Type.  The Leave Detail Screen which includes data from the Leave 
History File and the Current Leave Input File, looks very much like a General Ledger in 
PCGenesis.  For each employee and each Leave Type, the report displays a beginning 
balance, followed by “Leave In” and “Leave Out”.  
 
The “Leave In” and “Leave Out” columns will itemize the detail records from the Current 
Leave Input File and the Leave History File.  The detail line items, for each employee and 
each Leave Type, include BEG BAL (Beginning Balance) line items, CUR LV TAKEN 
(Current Leave Taken) line items, HST LV TAKEN (Historical Leave Taken) line items, 
ADVANCE (Leave Advanced) line items, and ADJUST (Leave Adjustment) line items.   
 
Summary data for the Leave Type is listed across the bottom of the screen. 
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Leave Detail Screen:  The Leave Detail Screen provides detailed leave information per 
employee, per Leave Type.  The Leave Detail Screen which includes data from the Leave 
History File and the Current Leave Input File, looks very much like a General Ledger in 
PCGenesis.  For each employee and each Leave Type, the report displays a beginning 
balance, followed by “Leave In” and “Leave Out”.  
 
The “Leave In” and “Leave Out” columns will itemize the detail records from the Current 
Leave Input File and the Leave History File.  The detail line items, for each employee and 
each Leave Type, include BEG BAL (Beginning Balance) line items, CUR LV TAKEN 
(Current Leave Taken) line items, HST LV TAKEN (Historical Leave Taken) line items, 
ADVANCE (Leave Advanced) line items, and ADJUST (Leave Adjustment) line items.  
Summary data for the Leave Type is listed across the bottom of the screen. 
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Leave Detail Screen:  The Leave Detail Screen provides detailed leave information per 
employee, per Leave Type.  The Leave Detail Screen which includes data from the Leave 
History File and the Current Leave Input File, looks very much like a General Ledger in 
PCGenesis.  For each employee and each Leave Type, the report displays a beginning 
balance, followed by “Leave In” and “Leave Out”.  
 
The “Leave In” and “Leave Out” columns will itemize the detail records from the Current 
Leave Input File and the Leave History File.  The detail line items, for each employee and 
each Leave Type, include BEG BAL (Beginning Balance) line items, CUR LV TAKEN 
(Current Leave Taken) line items, HST LV TAKEN (Historical Leave Taken) line items, 
ADVANCE (Leave Advanced) line items, and ADJUST (Leave Adjustment) line items.  
Summary data for the Leave Type is listed across the bottom of the screen. 
 
Use F16 to exit back to the Input Employee Leave and Substitute Pay screen. 
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The user can make any necessary changes, and then select F8 to save the record.  Then, 
F16 will return the user to the first input screen. 
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From the first input screen, F3 is available to print a quick report listing all the records 
on the Current Leave Input File. 
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The Employee Leave and Substitute Pay Report lists all records in the Current Leave 
Input File.  This report shows what is being processed for this payroll cycle. 
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The Enhanced Substitute Pay and Employee Leave System includes numerous reports.  
Reporting is available against the Current Leave Input File to ensure that the data 
entered for the current payroll cycle is correct.  Reports against the Leave History File 
are also available for further analysis and review. 
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Three broad categories of reports are available for summary and detail reports:   
• Current leave reports (generated from the Current Leave Input File only) 
• Reports from leave history (generated from the Leave History File only) 
• Reports from leave history and from current leave (generated from both the Current 

Leave Input File and the Leave History File) 
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Employee Detail Report. 
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Now we will look at the Substitute Pay reports. 
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The user can sort the leave reports in many, many different ways. 
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Substitute Pay by Employee Report. 
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Substitute Pay by Account Report. 
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Once all leave data and substitute pay has been entered into the Current Leave Input 
File and verified, the Post Leave Input Data procedure can be performed.  The Current 
Leave Input Data may only be posted ONE TIME during the payroll cycle.  The Current 
Leave Input File must be posted before F4 – Calculate Payroll and Update YTD (Final) is 
executed so that the substitutes’ gross data transactions are included in the payroll. 
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The exceptions register and trial registers can be run at any time during the payroll 
cycle. 
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The Employee Leave Balances Detail screen shows what happens during the posting 
process.  Before posting, the detail screen shows records from both the Leave History 
File and the Current Leave Input File.  Running the post procedure causes the records on 
the Current Leave Input File to be posted to the Leave History File so that the history file 
contains the permanent record of the employees’ leave. 
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Two options are available for updating the substitutes’ gross data during the posting 
process:  The user can either replace the substitutes’ gross data lines or add to the 
substitutes’ gross data lines.   
 
• The user should replace the substitutes’ gross data lines if there are no valid gross 

data lines on the substitutes’ Gross Data screen, and ALL gross data lines for the 
substitute are contained on the Current Leave Input File.   

• The user should add to the substitutes’ gross data lines if additional pay from other 
sources has been entered directly into payroll using the substitutes’ Gross Data 
screens and the user needs to retain these gross data lines.   
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Once the current leave input data has been posted, the user must run the payroll Trial 
Registers and Exceptions Reports again.  This is a required step because after the 
Current Leave Input File has been posted, the payroll monitor switch for Run Exceptions 
Register with no exceptions will automatically be reset to ‘N’ so that the Trial Registers 
and Exceptions Reports must be rerun.  This allows the user to verify the payroll again 
with the substitute pay added. 
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After posting, now when we look at the Employee Leave Balances Detail screen, we can 
see that ALL of the records are now posted to the Leave History File.  At this point, the 
leave records are permanently posted to the leave history file. 
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Current leave is posted for the absent employee’s pay stub.  After posting, the absent 
employee’s leave balances, current leave taken, and year-to-date leave taken fields are 
updated in payroll.  
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Gross data information is created for the substitute.  After posting, all substitute gross 
lines are posted to payroll.  If at this point you need to make any adjustments to the 
substitute’s pay, you may do so in payroll. 
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All sites should consider going to the new detailed pay check stub.  Much more 
information is available to the employees, including a breakdown of all leave categories.  
(Staff development and sick bank are not available on the old check stub.) 
 
NOTE:  Many districts are implementing a policy of DIRECT DEPOSIT ONLY for their 
employees.  This makes going to the new check stub even easier because magnetic ink 
is not required for direct deposit statements.   
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You will first make all changes to payroll and print the balance sheets (F1).  After 
checking the balance sheets, you will run the Exceptions Reports (F2). 
 
Fatal exceptions must be cleared before payroll processing can continue.  To find these 
errors, check the gross data screen and the deduction screen. 
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Check location, class, and grand totals.  Are the gross totals correct? 
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Fatal exceptions must be resolved!!! 
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Review the Trial Register for obvious errors – are all the appropriate deductions 
included for this payroll cycle? 
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Check the grand totals!!! 
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Check the annuity company totals! 
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Review the Trial Employer Benefit Distribution by Employee Report for obvious errors – 
are all the appropriate employer contributions included in this payroll cycle? 
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Review the Trial Employer Benefit Distribution by Employee Report for obvious errors – 
are all the appropriate employer contributions included in this payroll cycle? 
 
Look specifically at the employer contribution for annuities and other miscellaneous 
deductions.  
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Calculate payroll and update YTD makes a backup of PAYDATA to PAYDATAQ.  This allows 
immediate recovery to the point in time just before checks are finalized. 
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Calculate payroll and update YTD makes a backup of PAYDATA to PAYDATAQ.  This allows 
immediate recovery to the point in time just before checks are finalized. 
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Printing checks makes a backup from PAYDATA to PAYDATAD between the checks and 
the direct deposit printing.  This allows recovery to restart direct deposits without 
having to reprint the checks also. 
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All sites should consider going to the new detailed pay check stub.  Much more 
information is available to the employees. 
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• Any time changes have been made by voiding or adding a pay check, the reports 
must be run again because they have changed to include the void/add information 
and manual check information. 

• The reports can be run as often as needed. 
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Use this report when it is necessary to transfer gross earnings after payroll is complete.  
This report will give you the necessary information. 
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• A backup of PAYDATA to PAYDATAQ and SECOND to SECONQ are made before posting 
to earnings history.  At this point, the payroll is for all purposes ready to complete.  
The backup of SECOND is good only as long as no work is done in financial.   

• You should try to always run the Earnings Update F13 and Budget Update F14 back 
to back.   

• ALL other users must be out of the system for the budget update. 
• The system will not let you accidentally repost to earnings history or to budget 

(financial) even if you attempt to rerun these steps. 
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• A backup of PAYDATA to PAYDATAQ and SECOND to SECONQ are made before posting 
to earnings history.  At this point, the payroll is for all purposes ready to complete.  
The backup of SECOND is good only as long as no work is done in financial.   

• You should try to always run the Earnings Update F13 and Budget Update F14 back 
to back.   

• ALL other users must be out of the system for the budget update. 
• The system will not let you accidentally repost to earnings history or to budget 

(financial) even if you attempt to rerun these steps. 
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 List of Name Address For Principal 
 
 How Many Minorities? 
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Demo Financial Report Export  
    
F1, F9, F1, F2, F6  Receipts for Any Period 
 
07012011 - 06302012 
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Demo Financial Report Export – Account Activity Summary List 
    
F1, F9, F3, F2 
13 
 
620XX 
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Demo Financial Budget Export/Import 
    
F1, F1, F3  F1, F1, F4 
 
F1, F5, F3  F1, F5, F4 
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DEMO PO 
 
School Create PO input CSV 
 
Enter PO  F1, F2, F2 
 
C:\PO\GASBOPO.CSV 
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DEMO CLAIM 
 
Summer Salary Accrual  F2, F5, F9 
 
Enter Claim  F1, F3, F5 
 
C:\CLAIMS\CLAIM2012AUG01.CSV 
 
C:\CLAIMS\CLAIM2013AUG01.CSV 
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Demo Receivable/Receipt Import 
    
F1, F6, F2 
 
F1, F7, F6 
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Demo Journal Voucher Import 
    
F1, F11, F5 
 
22976 
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Demo Screen Print  F1, F3, F1 4978 
 
Open Qword & Document 
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